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a b s t r a c t

In the present study a numerical and experimental investigation was done on the impact of oxy-fuel
combustion in a lab-scale furnace. For combustion and radiation modelling the steady flamelet
approach with 17 species and 25 reactions associated with a WSGG (weighted sum of grey-gases) model
was used. CFD (computational fluid dynamics) model was validated by measured temperatures and heat
fluxes with different O2 concentrations. It was found that simulated temperatures and heat fluxes were
in close agreement with the measurements in the full range of oxygen enrichment. Although 17 species
were considered the calculation time was significantly reduced by the steady flamelet approach
compared to commonly used eddy dissipation concept models. Predicted and measured data revealed
gas savings of 8.2% by an O2 concentration of 25 vol% instead of 21 vol%. Maximum gas savings were
determined for 100 vol% O2 with a value of 16.7%. The CFD model was also applied to a simulation of an
18.2 MW walking hearth furnace under air-fired conditions which should be adapted for oxy-fuel
combustion in the future. Results from CFD showed a heat flux of 9.15 MW compared to the required
9.33 MW according to the material data and production rate.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The combustion of fossil fuels, currently the most important
source of the anthropogenic greenhouse gas CO2, is a key process in
a number of different applications like power generation, trans-
portation and several industrial sectors. Nowadays, proven by
several studies, the reduction of CO2 emissions is identified as main
topic to reduce the global warming. The IPCC (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change) determined the total amount of CO2
emissions from fossil fuels in the year 2000 to be 23.5 Gt/a, where
about 60% were produced by large scale plants with emissions of
more than 0.1 Mt/a [1]. CO2 can also arise as a side product in
several industries like cement and glass melting. Manickam et al.
[2] quantified that about 68% of the CO2 in cement clinker forma-
tion is formed by carbonates and that the rest emerges by com-
bustion. The same trend was observed by Falcitelli et al. [3] in two
glass melting furnaces where 30 to 36 vol% of the overall CO2
emissions was emitted from the glass bath. Therefore, decreasing
CO2 emissions is inevitable for the main emitting industries to slow
down the global warming. Oxy-fuel or oxygen enriched combus-
tion represents a technological option for CCS (carbon capturing
and storage) to avoid CO2 emissions besides pre- and post-
combustion. Actually, most investigations regarding oxy-fuel
combustion have been related for application in power plants
which use pulverized coal as fuel. Detailed reviews for oxy-coal
combustion were already published by Chen et al. [4], Scheff-
knecht et al. [5] and Wall et al. [6].

Besides environmental issues, for high temperature processes
like melting and annealing furnaces, with a huge demand on fossil
fuels, the increase of the energetic efficiency is also crucial. Due to
the absence of nitrogen in the oxidizer for oxy-fuel combustion a
lower fuel input is needed to reach the same flame temperature as
for the conventional air-fired case. Furthermore, high H2O and CO2
concentrations lead to improvements on the heat transfer in boilers
and furnaces through enhanced radiation intensity which causes a
more homogeneous temperature distribution and product quality
(i.e. cement, glass, steel …). Moreover, the flow-rate of the flue gas
and CO2 emission can be decreased. On that account, oxy-fuel
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technology can be an upcoming technology to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and simultaneously reach higher efficiency levels.
Oliveira et al. [7] carried out an analysis with simple energy bal-
ances about fuel saving in metal reheating furnaces using oxy-fuel
combustion. It was calculated that at a temperature level of 1200 �C
the fuel consumption could be reduced by 46% if pure oxygen is
used instead of air (without pre-heating of the oxidizer). Oxygen
enhanced combustion was also investigated by experiments on a
test facility by Bĕlohradský et al. [8]. Increasing the oxygen content
in the oxidizer up to 46 vol% leads to an improvement of the
combustion efficiency of 22%. Beside the advantages of oxy-fuel
combustion some technical efforts, like O2 production or an addi-
tional process unit to obtain the desired O2 concentration in the
oxidizer, has to be conquered on the implementation in existing
firing systems in industry. Commercial production technologies for
O2 are cryogenic air separation, vacuum swing adsorption etc. and
are summarized in Baukal [9]. Nevertheless, many industrial pro-
cesses use oxygen and therefore on-site oxygen production is
available for example in steel industry. Further consideration has to
be done on the furnace to prevent air leaking and overheating of
the burners and refractory due to higher flame temperature in oxy-
fuel combustion. An overview about the advantages and imple-
mentation of oxy-fuel combustion is given in Ref. [9].

Recent developments in computer power allow numerical in-
vestigations of a huge number of manufacturing processes with
reasonable effort. Several studies about the modelling of combus-
tion processes were carried out with different approaches like
reactor network systems or CFD (computational fluid dynamics).
Reactor network systems offer a simple method to analyse gas
phase combustion in furnaces. Ponsich et al. [10] carried out a
reactor network analysis of a glass melting furnace to predict the
residence time distribution of the gas phase and the glass bath. A
comparison with a CFD simulation showed similar results with the
benefit of a lower computational demand. Important spatial in-
formation about the flow field, temperature distribution and spe-
cies concentration are not calculated by such reactor network
analysis. Falcitelli et al. [3] conducted a hybrid CFD/reactor network
analysis of two different glass melting furnaces (5 and 10 MW fuel
input) to predict the NOx emissions. First, a CFD simulation was
done with a reduced reaction mechanism, involving the main
species. Based on the CFD results a reactor network analysis was
performed with detailed chemical kinetics for the combustion of
natural-gas including a sub-model for nitrogen (about 3200 re-
actions and 240 species overall). NOx values at the furnace outlet
showed a close agreement of measured and calculated data. In high
temperature applications knowledge about the heat transfer is
essential for the dimensioning and operating of the furnace. The
CFD model is able to predict the heat transfer as well as detailed
resolution of the flow field inside the combustion chamber espe-
cially when measurements of temperature and species concentra-
tions are difficult. Habibi et al. [11] for example, investigated the
heat flux and NOx concentrations in a steam cracking under air-
fired conditions. Another study on flow, combustion and heat
transfer was done by Guihua et al. [12] for an ethylene cracking
furnace. The effect of the heat transfer on the cracking process was
shown by coupling of the CFD model with the thermal cracking
process. With regard on oxy-fuel combustion, several numerical
studies were carried out on lab-scale and industrial furnaces for
different applications. A rotary kiln for cement manufacturing was
simulated byManickam et al. [2] with oxygen enriched combustion
of coal with special emphasis on the flame shape. Furu et al. [13]
tested the impact of different oxygen enrichments on the heat
transfer to aluminium samples in a pilot scale furnace by mea-
surement and CFD. Improved heat transfer to the samples was
determined using the oxy-fuel conditions in the furnace.
Nowadays, most commercial CFD codes offer a big selection of
models to consider transport phenomena in furnaces. Depending
on the application and combustion environment, the choice of
appropriate models to describe the combustion is important for
accurate predictions of transport problems. It was found that
chemistry and radiation modelling are the crucial parts in CFD
simulations of combustion processes. The majority of the models
for radiation and chemistry calculation in CFD were developed and
optimized for air-fired conditions. High flame temperature, H2O
and CO2 concentrations in oxy-fuel combustion lead to different
combustion phenomena due to dissociation effects and the radia-
tive properties of the flue gas. The aim is to find suitable combus-
tion and radiation models which are applicable in the full range of
oxygen enrichment as well as air-firing systems.

Computational costs for detailed CFD analysis of the chemical
kinetic in a combustion chamber are still high, especially when the
furnace exceeds lab-scale sizes. On that account most researchers
use reduced chemical reaction mechanisms to predict the com-
bustion. Although detailed mechanisms like the GRI3.0 [14]
involve more than 300 reactions and 50 species, global mecha-
nisms with just a few reaction steps seem to be sufficient for air-
natural-gas combustion. For example WD (Westbrook and Dryer)
[15] and JL (Jones and Lindstedt) [16] proposed 2-step and 4-step
mechanisms which were successfully used in the past for com-
bustion with air. In such global mechanisms only the main species
are included. Due to high flame temperature in oxy-fuel combus-
tion the formation of radicals like H, O and OH has to be consid-
ered. This statement was demonstrated by simulations for an oxy-
fuel and air-fuel counter-flow diffusion flame by Frassoldatti et al.
[17]. A comparison with a detailed chemical kinetic showed that
WD and JL mechanisms failed to predict the adiabatic flame tem-
perature of the oxy-fuel case in a range of 0.4e2 for the equiva-
lence ratio. The flame temperature was overestimated by the
global mechanisms due to the neglected radicals. However, results
with global and detailed mechanisms were similar for air-fired
conditions. An adaptation of the JL mechanism, which involves
radicals, leads to improved prediction of the adiabatic flame
temperature. Yin et al. [18] calculated same the results for the
adiabatic flame temperature in oxy-fuel and air-fuel combustion
between equivalence ratios of 0.6 and 1.4. A CFD simulation with a
refined JL mechanism calculated close results to measurements of
temperature and species on a 0.8 MW IFRF furnace. Glarborg and
Bentzen [19] also considered hydrocarbon radicals in their in-
vestigations. It was found that CO occurs at high temperatures due
to dissociation of CO2 because of the presence of radicals and
thermal dissociation. Andersen et al. [20] performed calculations
on an isothermal plug-flow reactor as well as a CFD simulation of a
propane-oxygen flame with refined mechanisms. Results for both
calculations determine the influence of radicals in oxygen
enriched combustion. The impact of chemical kinetics on the
calculation time was investigated by Tihay et al. [21]. Global and
skeletal reaction mechanisms, up to 20 species and 49 reactions,
were tested in the study. A skeletal mechanism proposed by Peters
and Kee [22] showed the best results with reasonable computa-
tional demand, however it was stated that detailed skeletal
mechanisms are still too time intensive for use in combustion
modelling. Since the impact of radicals on oxy-fuel combustion
was determined, Prieler et al. [23] tested three detailed reaction
mechanisms with 17 and 53 species respectively. The steady
flamelet approach was used, where chemistry calculations were
done before the CFD simulations to keep the computational effort
to a minimum. Results revealed that the skeletal25 mechanism
[24] was able to predict the flame shape and achieved good
accordance with temperature measurement. Based on the
mentioned publications, it can be concluded that the presence of
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radicals in high temperature processes has a vast influence on
accurate prediction of temperature and species concentrations in
CFD.

Knowledge about the heat transfer in furnaces mainly pro-
moted by radiation is the second crucial part in the understanding
of combustion processes. Depending on the flue gas composition
and temperature the radiation intensity is significantly different.
Commonly used CFD codes simulate the radiative properties of
gases with the assumption of one grey gas without the spectral
dependence of their components. In air-fuel cases, where the ni-
trogen concentration is high compared to CO2 and H2O, this
approach seems to be accurate enough. However, this consider-
ation tends to fail when nitrogen concentration in the flue gas
decreases in oxygen enriched combustion. High levels of CO2 and
H2O in an oxy-fuel environment (with or without recycled flue gas)
lead to special consideration of the radiative properties by a non-
grey gas approach. A differentiation also has to be made between
oxy-fuel combustion in annealing and melting furnaces as well as
boilers in power plants. In power plants recycled flue gas is used to
control the flame temperature during the combustion because of
material limits (e.g. about 1600 K for gas turbines [25]). In cement,
steel and glass industries high temperatures are desired. Therefore
the partial pressure ratio of H2O and CO2, and by association the
radiative properties of the flue gas, are addicted to the operating
conditions and application of the furnace. There are three main
approaches to describe the radiative properties: the LBL (line-by-
line) method, band models and global methods. A line-by-line
model is the most accurate approach but computationally
demanding and not applicable in CFD for combustion modelling of
large scale furnaces. Instead, global methods like the WSGGM
(weighted sum of grey-gases model) proposed by Hottel and Sar-
ofim [26] are commonly used for combustion modelling under air-
fuel conditions because of their low computational demand. Porter
et al. [27] carried out calculations with the WSGG (weighted sum
of grey-gases) model and the FSCK (full spectrum correlated k-
distributions) method [28e30] for grey and non-grey treatment of
the gas under air-fuel and oxy-fuel conditions. Results were
compared to the SNB (statistical narrow band model) [31]. Based
on the data, the use of a non-grey approach for oxy-fuel conditions
is recommended to combustion modelling. Becher et al. [32,33]
validated LBL models (from HITEMP2010 [34], HITEMP1995 [35],
HITRAN2008 [36] and HITRAN2004 [37]) and band models (from
RADCAL [38], EM2C [39] and EWB [40]) by gas cell experiments.
Highest accuracy was found with results from HITEMP2010. These
data were also compared to the global WSGG model with different
coefficients. A maximum deviation of 59% in oxy-fuel environment
was observed for WSGGM parameters by Smith et al. [41], which
are widely used. On that account, many researchers have published
new WSGGM's for oxy-fuel combustion recently. For example Yin
et al. [42] proposed new coefficients for the WSGG model which
are valid for different partial pressure ratios of CO2 and H2O. These
parameters were tested for oxy-fuel and air-fuel combustion and
compared to coefficients from Ref. [41]. Validation of the new
WSGGM coefficients was done by comparison with an EWBM
(exponential wide band model) [43] which were in close agree-
ment for the air-fired and oxy-fuel cases. Further WSGG model
parameters for oxy-fuel combustion were proposed by Johansson
et al. [44,45], Bordbar et al. [46], Rehfeldt et al. [47], Kangwan-
pongpan et al. [48] and Krishnamoorthy [49].

The different approaches for chemistry and radiation modelling
in oxygen enriched combustion were already used for CFD simu-
lations of lab-scale and industrial furnaces. Yin et al. [18] investi-
gated a 0.8 MW furnace and a 609 MW boiler with two WSGG
models (see Ref. [42]) and refined global reaction mechanisms of
WD [20] and JL [50]. Simulation of the 0.8 MW furnace showed
negligible impact of the WSGG models for this small beam length.
In contrast to the small scale furnace, the WSGG models that were
used had a high impact on the simulation results of the 609 MW
boiler. The simulations were carried out with the EDC (eddy
dissipation concept) model which is computationally demanding
compared to the steady flamelet approach. Al-Abbas and Naser
[51,52] conducted experiments and CFD simulations on a 100 kW
propane-fired and coal-fired furnace. Air-fired and different oxy-
fuel cases with recycled flue gas were investigated. One- and
four-step reaction mechanisms with the eddy break-up model
were applied for the simulation and compared to measured tem-
perature and species concentrations. Closer agreement with
measured data was observed with the four-step mechanism due to
a more accurate prediction of the CO/CO2 production rate and H2/
H2O equilibrium especially in the main reaction zone. The studies
showed that dissociation effects in oxy-fuel combustion will have
to be considered inevitably. It has to be mentioned that the model
parameters has to be adapted for each case (air-fuel and oxy-fuel).
Galletti et al. [53] simulated a 3 MW semi-industrial furnace with
refined global reaction mechanisms for oxy-fuel conditions by
Andersen et al. [20] and two WSGG models with coefficients from
Coppalle et al. [54] and Johansson et al. [44]. For combustion
modelling the EDC and EDM (eddy dissipation model) were used.
A comparison of different combustion models (EDC, EDM and
steady flamelet model) with respect on the calculation time is
given in Ref. [23].

Reduction of CO2 emissions as well as increased plant effi-
ciency, combined with natural-gas savings, will be crucial aspects
for plant operations in the future for several industries. Oxy-fuel
technology can help to achieve these economic and environ-
mental goals. In times of increasing computer power, numerical
tools like CFD are used to predict the effect of oxygen enrichment
on the production rate and avoid expensive test runs at the same
time. A numerical and experimental study of the increase in
furnace efficiency due to oxygen enriched combustion was done
by Prieler et al. [55]. They measured and simulated the heat
transfer to the furnace load and highlighted the increase of
furnace efficiency as well gas savings in a range of 25e100 vol% O2
in the oxidizer. Literature research revealed many investigations
on chemistry and radiation for oxy-fuel combustion in lab-scale
and industrial dimensions. Most publications investigated global
reaction mechanisms with just the main species. It was pointed
out in this section that the considerations of intermediate species
like radicals, CO/CO2 equilibrium etc. is an important topic in
combustion modelling in an oxy-fuel environment. Therefore, the
main emphasis of this paper was to use a detailed chemical kinetic
and WSGG model for combustion modelling in a lab-scale furnace
in a range of 41.7e97 kW and an 18.2 MW walking hearth furnace
to reheat steel billets. Simulations were done using the commer-
cial software package ANSYS Fluent. The steady laminar flamelet
model was applied to reduce the calculation time compared to
used EDC and EDM by the other researchers. The numerical model
that was used was tested on the lab-scale furnace with air-fuel and
4 oxy-fuel combustion cases. CFD prediction was validated by
measured temperature and heat transfer to the furnace load.
Based on the results, the furnace efficiency and gas savings were
investigated for two different temperature levels. The 18.2 MW
walking hearth furnace was operated just under an air-fuel envi-
ronment. Heat transfer to the steel billets inside the furnace was
simulated by CFD and compared with an analytical calculation of
the heating process. A simulation of the walking hearth furnace for
natural-gas/air combustion was done to validate the combustion
model on industrial furnace dimensions. This simulation will be
the basis for oxygen enriched simulations and optimization ac-
tivities on the furnace.



Fig. 1. Position of the thermal sink and thermocouples T1, T2, T3 and T4 in the lab-
scale furnace.
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2. Experimental setup

2.1. Lab-scale furnace

The lab-scale furnacewas operated with three “Messer Oxipyr®-
Flex” burners with a maximum fuel input of 33 kW natural-gas per
burner. The main dimensions of the combustion chamber, which
was surrounded by a ceramic insulation of 200 mm thickness, were
0.77 � 0.75 � 0.99 m. Experiments were carried out with oxygen
concentrations of 21, 25, 30, 45 and 100 vol% in the O2/N2 mixture.
Operating conditions between 21 and 45 vol% were investigated in
detail because higher increase of the flame temperature and
furnace efficiency is expected in this range (see Refs. [9,55]).
Operating pressure in the furnace was approximately 0.3 mbar
higher than ambient pressure to avoid air leaking in oxygen
enriched combustion. Although a positive pressure in the furnace
was achieved, air leaking was detected by oxygen measurement in
the dry flue gas because of small gaps between the front door and
thewalls as well as the positionwhere the burners were attached to
the furnace. Fig. 1 shows the investigated furnace with the thermal
load and temperature measurements. Four Type B thermocouples
were arranged inside the furnace. Thermocouples T1, T2 and T3
were inserted into the furnace through the topwall (above burner 1
to 3) through the ceramic insulation (see Fig. 1). T4 was placed at
the right furnace wall. The furnace load in melting and annealing
furnaces was represented by awater cooled copper platewhichwas
coated with soot formed by a fuel-rich natural-gas flame before the
experiments to maximize the emissivity. Thermal heat flux to the
plate was determined by temperature measurement of the cooling
water before and behind the plate. Four Type K thermocouples also
measured the temperature 10 mm below the top surface of the
plate.
Table 1
Natural-gas consumption for all three burners and equivalence ratio for T4 temperature

100 vol% O2 45 vol% O2

Temperature 1220�C
Natural-gas (kg/h) 5.33 6.26
Equivalence ratio 1.042 1.020
Temperature 1000�C
Natural-gas (kg/h) 3.06 3.00
Equivalence ratio 1.020 1
2.1.1. Experiments without thermal load
First, tests runs were carried out without the thermal load inside

the furnace to investigate the potential of gas savings for five
different oxygen levels in the oxidizer (21, 25, 30, 45 and 100 vol%
O2). Only burner 2 was active during these experiments. The mass-
flow-rate of natural-gas was adapted for each case to achieve the
same temperature of approximately 1090 �C, indicated by T4, in the
furnace. Burner 2 was operated with an equivalence ratio of 1
(except 1.17 for 100 vol% O2) to keep the residual oxygen concen-
tration in the dry flue gas to a minimum.

2.1.2. Experiments with thermal load
Furnace efficiency and heat flux to the load were examined in

the experiments. Burners 1 to 3 were activated during the test runs
with the copper plate. Investigations of the heat flux to the load
were done with two different temperature levels in the furnace. As
for the experiments in Section 2.1.1, thermocouple T4 was used to
indicate the temperature level. Fuel input was adjusted until the
temperature levels of 1000 �C and 1220 �C were reached for T4. The
fuel input and equivalence ratio applied in the experiments are
displayed in Table 1. During the experiments an average measured
value at the thermal load of 130 �C (at 1000 �C) and 190 �C (at
1220 �C) was detected by the four Type K thermocouples. At a
temperature level of 1220 �C the cases with 21 and 25 vol% O2 were
not realized because of the burner limit of 33 kW. Already at
maximum burner power and 30 vol% O2 it was not possible to reach
the temperature level of 1220 �C in the experiments (measured
1193 �C).

2.2. Industrial walking hearth furnace

The second furnace, which was simulated by CFD, is an 18.2 MW
walking hearth furnace for reheating steel billets. For symmetry
reasons only one half of the furnace is shown in Fig. 2. Its main
dimensions are 17 � 13 m and a height of 1.6 m, respectively. NG
(Natural-gas) was supplied by 48 burners at the top wall of the
furnace under air-fired conditions. Oxidizer (air) was preheated to
310 �C before entering the burner. The combustion chamber is
subdivided into three zones which are colour marked by the
burners in Fig. 2: pre-heating (yellow), heating (red) and soaking
zone (orange). The pre-heating and heating zone are separated by a
water cooled wall which passes through the entire width of the
furnace. 64 steel billets with the dimensions of 0.12 � 0.12 � 12 m
are loaded in the chamber. The billets were heated up from 20 to
1200 �C. Operating conditions of the furnace and material proper-
ties of the billets are given in Table 2.

3. Numerical model

3.1. Flow modelling

Reynolds-averaged NaviereStokes equations for continuity and
momentum (Eqs. (1) and (2)) were solved by using a double pre-
cision pressure-based (segregated) solver for the fluid flow. Further
equations had to be solved for turbulence modelling. For the lab-
s of 1220 and 1000 �C.

30 vol% O2 25 vol% O2 21 vol% O2

6.98 e e

0.980 e e

3.10 3.37 3.67
1 1 1



Fig. 2. 18.2 MW walking hearth furnace and detail view of the top wall burner in the pre-heating zone.
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scale furnace the realizable k-epsilonmodel, proposed by Shih et al.
[56], was used to calculate the dissipation rate and kinetic energy in
two additional equations. The model settings applied in this study
are given in Ref. [23]. It was found that the realizable k-epsilon
model predicts temperature and species concentrations in close
accordance to the RSM (Reynolds stress model) [57] and is there-
fore sufficient for the lab-scale application (see Ref. [55]). Spatial
discretization of the scalars was done by the second order upwind
scheme and PRESTO! was used to calculate the pressure. The
SIMPLE algorithm was applied for pressureevelocity coupling. In
the simulation, the flue gas was assumed to be an incompressible
ideal gas, where density variation due to temperature was calcu-
lated by the ideal gas law. The operating pressure was set to
1013.25 mbar. The number of iterations was between 15 000 and
20 000 for each simulation approved by low residuals and constant
monitors. All residuals were below a value of 10�3 especially for the
mean mixture fraction, mixture fraction variance energy and ra-
diation where values of approximately 10�6 were detected. Moni-
tors were observed for the temperature and species concentrations
at the outlet as well as the temperature at the measurement
positions.
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The only difference in flowmodelling between the lab-scale and
walking hearth furnace concerns the used discretization scheme
and turbulence model. In contrast to the lab-scale furnace, high
Table 2
Material properties of the billets and operating conditions.

Billets
Density @ 20 �C (kg/m3) 7800
Average specific heat (J/kg*K) 600
Production rate (t/h) z47.400
Operating conditions
Temperature air (�C) 310
Temperature NG (�C) 25
NG pre-heating zone (kg/h) z290
NG heating zone (kg/h) z780
NG soaking zone (kg/h) z250
Equivalence ratio 0.97
O2 concentration in the flue gas (vol%) 0.7
streamline curvatures occur in burner of the walking hearth
furnace. Thus, the QUICK scheme for the spatial discretization
(except second order for radiation) of the scalars and the RSM for
the turbulence were used in the walking hearth furnace. The
application of the RSM leads to higher computational demand due
to 6 additional transport equations which have to be solved
compared to the realizable k-epsilon model (two equations).

3.2. Boundary conditions and numerical grid

3.2.1. Lab-scale furnace
Pure methane and an O2/N2 mixture determined by the exper-

iments were used to simulate the oxygen enriched combustion. All
inlets were modelled by mass-flow-inlet conditions. Fuel mass-
flow-rates and equivalence ratios for each simulation are given in
Table 1. A porous zone was defined at the outlet to avoid backflows
in the simulation. Temperature at the inlets was 25 �C. Hydraulic
diameters were set to 3.5 and 4.5mm at the fuel and oxidizer inlets.
Different values for the turbulence intensity (5 and 20%) at the inlet
were tested by Yin [58] for an oxy-fuel flame without differences
for the predicted velocity, gas temperature and species concen-
trations and therefore a value of 10% was chosen for all simulations.
A positive pressure of 0.3 mbar was calculated in the simulation by
adapting the resistance of the porous zone at the outlet (see
Fig. 3b). The material properties of the flue gas and solid materials
in the model are summarized in Ref. [23]. The heat transfer to
ambient was modelled by a convective boundary condition at the
outer wall with a heat transfer coefficient of 30 W/m2 K and a free
stream temperature of 298.15 K.

The numerical grids for the CFD simulations with and without
load are displayed in Fig. 3. The grid without load contains
630 413 cells (Fig. 3a). Fig. 3b shows the grid for the simulations
with thermal load inside the furnace which consists of 1 431 339
elements. Grid independency tests for both meshes were done and
the discretization error was estimated by a Richardson extrapola-
tion [59]. The results of the Richardson extrapolation and additional
information about the numerical grids can be found in Refs. [23,55].

The surfaces of the copper plate were defined with a tempera-
ture boundary condition in the CFD model. Temperatures and
emissivities at the thermal sink which were used in CFD are given
in Table 3.

3.2.2. Walking hearth furnace
Combustion of natural-gas in the furnace was modelled with

methane and air (21 vol% O2). The furnace geometry for the CFD
simulation is displayed in Fig. 2 and operating conditions are given
in Table 2. In contrast to modelling the lab-scale furnace, no porous



Fig. 3. CFD models of the lab-scale furnace: (a) without thermal load [23], (b) with thermal load [55].
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zone was defined at the outlet. The hydraulic diameters were 0.11
and 0.0155 m for the methane and air inlets. Turbulence intensity
was set to 10% at all mass-flow inlets. Solid furnace walls were not
included in the CFD model to keep the number of cells to a mini-
mum. Temperature boundary conditions at the furnace walls were
defined by piecewise polynomial functions according to measure-
ments with a quotient pyrometer. The measured values are sum-
marized in Table 4. Emissivities were set to 0.9 and 0.3 for billet
surfaces and walls. The computational grid for the walking hearth
furnace consists of 4 972 260 cells. A further simulation with
8 026 188 cells showed marginal differences for temperature and
species concentrations as well as heat fluxes in the furnace.
Table 4
3.3. Combustion model

Chemistry modelling is a crucial part of an accurate numerical
prediction of combustion processes. As mentioned in Section 1, the
selection of a chemical reaction kinetic and their turbulence
Table 3
Boundary settings at the thermal load.

@1000 �C
Temperature at boundary (�C) 130
Emissivity at boundary 0.5
@1220 �C
Temperature at boundary (�C) 190
Emissivity at boundary 0.62
interaction can affect the calculated results especially under oxy-
fuel conditions. Although adapted global reaction mechanisms
with 4e6 reactions can predict oxy-fuel flames, a detailed chemical
kinetic with consideration of radicals was applied for the com-
bustion modelling. Widely used turbulence/chemistry interaction
models are the EDM (eddy dissipation model) and EDC (eddy
dissipation concept) model based on [60] and [61]. A numerical
study on the applicability for oxy-fuel combustion was published
by Prieler et al. [23]. It was found that, EDM was not able to
calculate the oxy-fuel flame in accordance to the detailed EDC
simulation. The disadvantage of the EDC model is the high calcu-
lation time for integrating the chemistry for each step.

In this study the SFM (steady laminar flamelet model), as a non-
premixed approach, was used for turbulence/chemistry interaction.
The chemistry integration was performed before the CFD simula-
tion and the thermochemical state is subsequently related to the
Measured wall temperatures in the walking hearth furnace.

Measurement position (m) Temperature (�C)

0 650
1.44 710
5.89 845
8.45 918
11.61 1179
16.06 1204
17.30 1200



Table 5
Settings for flamelet and PDF calculation.

Flamelet calculation
Maximum number of flamelets 20
Number of grid points in flamelet 32
Initial scalar dissipation (1/s) 0.01
Scalar dissipation step (1/s) 5
PDF calculation
Number of mean mixture fraction points 40
Number of mixture fraction variance points 40
Minimum temperature (�C) 20
Number of mean enthalpy points 41
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enthalpy H and the mixture fraction f which is defined in Eq. (3),
where Zi, Zi;ox and Zi;fuel are the elemental mass fractions of element
i in oxidizer and fuel [62,63].

f ¼ Zi � Zi;ox
Zi;fuel � Zi;ox

(3)

SFM assumes that a turbulent flame can be simulated by an
ensemble of small laminar diffusion flamelets. The state (temper-
ature T , species concentrations Yi) at each position in the flamelet is
related to the mixture fraction. Such counter-flow diffusion
flamelets were pre-processed with a detailed reaction mechanism.
High computational demand due to chemistry integration during
CFD was avoided. One-dimensional analysis was done with the
flamelet equations given in Eqs. (4)e(6), where c is the scalar
dissipation, Si is the reaction rate of species i, Hi is the specific
enthalpy of species i, as is the strain rate and r∞ stands for the
density at the oxidizer inlet. In the present work the skeletal25 [24]
reaction mechanism with 17 species and 25 reversible reactions
was used for the flamelet calculations because of the applicability
for different oxygen enrichments (see Ref. [55]). The reactions and
species of the mechanism are summarized in Table 6 in the
appendix.
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Governing transport equations are solved for the Favre-averaged
values of the scalars in the turbulent fluid flow. Thus, the rela-
tionship of instantaneous and average values of the scalars (tem-
perature, species concentrations and density) has to be considered
by a turbulence/chemistry interaction model. A presumed b-PDF
(probability density function) pðf Þ was used which represents the
fraction of time that the fluid is in the state f . Average values of the
scalars fi were calculated by Eq. (7), where H is the Favre-average
enthalpy and fi is the instantaneous value of the scalar. Further-
more, the mixture fraction variance f

0
[64] was used for the inte-

gration of the PDF pðf Þ. Mixture fraction variance is defined by Eq.
(8), where f and f are the instantaneous and mean mixture frac-
tion. The flamelet equations were solved and the PDF's were inte-
grated before the CFD simulation and results of the Favre-average
scalars (temperature, species concentrations and density) were
stored in look-up tables.

fi ¼
Z1
0

pðf Þfi
�
f ;H

�
df (7)

f 0 ¼ f � f (8)

All chemistry calculations were pre-processed without solving
the complex flow field in the furnace. Although a detailed reaction
mechanism with 17 species was applied, just two additional
transport equations for f and f

0
have to be solved (see Eqs. (9) and

(10)), where mt is the turbulent viscosity and st , Cg and Cd aremodel
constants given in Ref. [23]. Transport equation for the mean
enthalpy is given in Eq. (11), where kt is the turbulent conductivity
and Sh is the source term.
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All pre-processed values of the scalars temperature, species
concentrations and density are related to the mixture fraction,
mixture fraction variance and mean enthalpy calculated in the CFD
code. The chemistry was reduced to a simple mixing problem in
CFD without computationally demanding calculations. The settings
for flamelet and PDF calculations are given in Table 5.

3.4. Radiation model

The RTE (radiative transport equations) were solved by the DO
(discrete ordinates) model [65,66] with coefficients proposed by
Smith et al. [41]. For the lab-scale furnace the DO model was
already validated in Ref. [23]. The DO model solves the RTE for a
finite number of discrete angles. A spatial discretization of 4 � 4
directions for each octant was used in CFD which results in an
overall direction number of 128. Equation (12) shows the transfer
equation where I is the radiation intensity, r! is the position vector,

s0
!

is the scattering direction vector, ss stands for the scattering
coefficient, F is the phase function and U0 denotes the solid angle.
Scattering coefficient and phase function were set to 0 1/m and
isotropic respectively.
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4. Results and discussion

4.1. Gas saving without thermal load

For future investigations on oxy-fuel combustion CFD calcula-
tions will be used to predict the combustion process and energetic
efficiency without expensive tests on the furnaces. Thus, CFD was
validated for different oxygen concentrations. This section



Fig. 4. Natural-gas input and oxygen content in the dry flue gas without thermal load.
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comprises the results of the CFD simulation and experiments
without thermal load. Test runs were carried out for 21, 25, 30, 45
and 100 vol% O2 in the oxidizer to examine the gas savings potential
of oxygen enriched combustion. Fuel input was adapted to achieve
a measured temperature at T4 of 1090 �C. Fig. 4 shows the natural-
gas needs and oxygen content in the dry flue gas. Although the
furnacewas operated under stoichiometric and fuel-rich conditions
an oxygen concentration in the dry flue gas between 2 and 5.7 vol%
was determined, which indicates air leakage. A fuel input of 18 kW
was used for air-fired conditions. Increasing oxygen enrichment
from 21 to 30 vol% leads to a reduction of fuel input to 16 kW.
Additionally, decreasing fuel input causes a reducedmass-flow-rate
of the flue gas as well as CO2 emissions. It was expected that
increasing oxygen levels would further improve fuel saving. But
based on increasing air leakage, determined by higher O2 concen-
trations in the flue gas, 16 kW fuel input was needed with O2 en-
richments of 45 and 100 vol% and no further improvement in gas
savings were measured.

Fig. 5 highlights the comparison of the measured and predicted
temperature in the furnace. Measurements revealed a highest
temperature of 1156 �C at measurement position T2 for 100 vol%
which was above burner 2 (see Fig. 5a). Other measured temper-
atures were in a range of 1081 and 1086 �C and consequently lower
than the simulated temperatures. The reason for that is the cooler
ambient air leaking into the furnace which leads to a lower gas
temperature for T1, T3 and T4. This air leakage was not considered
in the simulation. Although the measurement showed a deviation
of approximately 40 K to the simulated values the numerical model
can predict the oxy-fuel flame. Since T2 was measured in the vi-
cinity of the flame, predicted and measured temperature are in
close accordance because the flame, which is in the middle of the
furnace, was hardly affected by the air leakage. A close accordance
between the measurements and CFD was found for 21, 25, 30 and
45 vol% O2 in the oxidizer where the air leakage was at a moderate
level of 2e3.7 vol% (see Fig. 5bee). The used CFD model slightly
underestimates the temperature in the furnace for all measure-
ment points (except 100 vol%) with a maximum deviation at T2 for
30 vol% of 27 K between CFD and measurement which is a good
accordance and sufficient for predicting the temperature. A com-
parison between the measurements and CFD prediction revealed
an average deviation of 16 K (except 100 vol%). Based on these re-
sults it was found, that the numerical model can predict the tem-
peratures in the full range of oxygen enrichment with close
agreement to experimental results, with a very low calculation time
of three to four days. Also the used model is applicable without any
changes or refinements on the reaction mechanism or model set-
tings (see Refs. [18,51,53]). Similar EDC calculations with a 17 spe-
cies mechanismwere finished after 3 weeks on the same grid [23].
CFD prediction of the flame shapes and temperatures for burner 2
are displayed in Fig. 6. Due to the low nitrogen concentration in the
oxidizer, temperatures higher than 1500 �C were calculated for 30,
45 and 100 vol%. Simulations with 25 and 21 vol% O2 showed flame
temperatures of approximately 1300e1450 �C.

The simulated heat losses through the outlet and outlet tem-
peratures are displayed in Fig. 7. The air-fired experiment presents a
heat loss through the outlet of 8 kW and a temperature of about
950 �C. So, compared to the fuel input of 18 kW, 45% of the power
exits the furnace through the outlet. Change of radiative properties
of the flue gas and flame temperature due to oxygen enrichment
leads to a decreasing gas temperature at the outlet which also re-
duces heat loss. This loss was reduced to 1.84 kW for pure oxygen
combustionwhich is beneficial for industrial processes like melting
and annealing.

4.2. Furnace efficiency due to oxygen enrichment

Experiments and CFD simulations were carried out to investi-
gate the furnace efficiency for two different temperature levels
with thermal load inside. The heat transfer to the furnace load is a
crucial part of optimization activities in several industrial processes
like melting and annealing. Fuel input was adapted in the experi-
ments to achieve 1000 and 1220 �C at measurement position T4
(see Fig. 8).

At a temperature level of 1000 �C the fuel input for 30, 45 and
100 vol% was quite similar with values between 41.7 and 43 kW. For
air-fired conditions the fuel input was increased to 51 kW. With a
thermal load, a gas saving of 8.2% was achieved for the same O2

concentrations in the oxidizer. Further increase of the oxygen
enrichment to 100 vol% showed a gas saving of 8.5 kW (or 16.7%),
compared to air-firing. Experiments at 1220 �C were carried out for
30, 45 and 100 vol% O2 only due to the restriction of the furnace
equipment for the maximum fuel input. Fuel input for combustion
with pure oxygen was 74.8 kW. For 30 vol% the fuel input was
increased up to 98 kW to reach 1220 �C at measurement point T4.
Such a large increase in the fuel input between 30 and 100 vol% was
not observed at 1000 �C. This effect can be explained by the heat



Fig. 5. Measured and calculated temperatures in the furnace: (a) 100 vol% O2; (b) 45 vol% O2; (c) 30 vol% O2; (d) 25 vol% O2; (e) 21 vol% O2.

Fig. 6. Temperature plots of burner 2: (a) 100 vol%; (b) 45 vol%; (c) 30 vol%; (d) 25 vol
%; (e) 21 vol%.
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losses of the flue gas. The mass-flow-rate of the flue gas and
calculated temperature at the outlet are displayed in Fig. 9. The
outlet temperature of the flue gas was determined with 801 and
1025 �C for 100 vol% O2. Both temperature levels showed a similar
increase in the outlet temperature of approximately 100 �C be-
tween 30 and 100 vol%. However, the mass-flow-rate of the flue gas
differs significantly. For example, with 30 vol% O2 in the oxidizer
mass-flow-rates of 43.7 and 102.4 kg/h were observed at the outlet,
compared to 15.8 and 27.1 kg/h at 100 vol% O2. The increasing ni-
trogen flow-rate is mostly responsible for the high mass-flow-rates
at the outlet and heat losses through the flue gas.

Measured and predicted heat fluxes to the copper plate in the
lab-scale furnace are displayed in Fig. 10 (left). Both experiments
and CFD, showed that heat flux to the load increased by about
25 kW due to the higher temperature level. Heat fluxes were
measured in the range of 20.4e22.8 kW (at 1000 �C) as well as
40.5e43 kW (at 1220 �C). A slight increase was determined in the
heat fluxes from air-fired to oxy-fuel conditions which were caused
by the higher radiative heat flux under an oxy-fuel environment.
This heat transfer by radiation leads to a more homogeneous heat
flux to the load and temperature distribution (see Prieler et al. [55]).
The impact of the oxygen enrichment on the heat transfer to the
load is essential for example the steel, glass, cement etc. industries
to ensure the desired product quality. For industrial scale furnaces



Fig. 7. Calculated outlet temperature depending on the oxygen concentration.

Fig. 8. Fuel input at 1000 and 1220 �C depending on the oxygen concentration.

Fig. 9. Calculated outlet temperature and mass-flow-rate of the flue gas at 1000 and 1220 �C.
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Fig. 10. Predicted and measured heat fluxes to furnace load (left) and furnace efficiencies (right) at 1000 �C and 1220 �C.
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experiments to determine the heat fluxes on the load are very
demanding. Therefore, CFD calculations offer an opportunity to
predict local heat fluxes, temperatures and species concentrations
without expensive experiments. Measurement and CFD were in
good accordance at 1000 �C. The average deviation showed a value
of 0.48 kW, which is a relative error of 1.7%. At 1220 �C higher
deviations for all operating conditions were determined which
were caused by higher air leakage during furnace operation. Ex-
periments and simulation at 1220 �C showed an average deviation
of 4 kW (9.5% relative error). Nevertheless, the predicted heat
fluxes showed the same trend for the heat fluxes.

In Fig. 10 (right) the furnace efficiencies depending on the ox-
ygen enrichment for 1000 and 1220 �C are displayed. The furnace
efficiency is defined in Eq. (13), where _Qload is the total heat flux to
the load and _Qfuel is the fuel input. Simulated andmeasured furnace
efficiencies at 1000 �C are in close agreement and an increase in
efficiency from 40 to 53.6% (measured) and 39.5e56.7% (CFD) was
determined. Approximately 10% higher furnace efficiency was
reached with 30 vol% O2 instead of air-fired conditions. A mere
4e7% increase of furnace efficiency can be achieved from 30 to
100 vol% O2. Maximum efficiency was observed at 1220 �C and
100 vol% O2 with 57.5% (measured) and 62.5% (CFD). Despite the
fact that higher values can be reached at 1220 �C, efficiency drop-
ped faster with decreasing oxygen enrichment. Measurement
revealed lower efficiency for 45 vol% O2 with 49% compared to
1000 �C (49.9%). CFD simulation predicted that efficiency at 1220 �C
drops below the efficiency at 1000 �C with an enrichment of 30 vol
% O2. Values of 45.4% (at 1220 �C) and 47.8% (at 1000 �C) were
calculated.

hFurnace ¼
_Qload
_Qfuel

(13)

Based on the results, small oxygen enrichment levels in high
temperature processes are more effective for higher temperatures.
Burner adaptation for low enrichment levels of approximately
25 vol% can be done with little effort (oxygen supply and furnace
equipment) and lead to improvements in the furnace efficiency.
Calculated and predicted heat fluxes also showed a small increase
of the heat flux to the furnace load. Furthermore, a comparison
between CFD and measurements revealed that the CFD model that
was used with the steady flamelet approach is able to predict the
heat transfer in a lab-scale furnace with high accuracy. In contrast
to the high calculation time for simulations with the commonly
used EDC model, the steady flamelet approach was found to be a
time saving method for CFD predictions of combustion processes.
The computational time between a steady flamelet and an EDC
simulation with reaction mechanisms containing 17 species was
already tested by Prieler et al. [23,55].
4.3. Walking hearth furnace

It was pointed out in the last section as well as in Refs. [23] and
[55], that the steady flamelet approach and the discrete ordinates
model with the WSGG model can be applied for combustion
modelling of air-fired and oxy-fuel conditions in lab-scale dimen-
sion. Although a detailed chemical kinetic with 17 species was used,
the calculation time was reduced by solving only two additional
transport equations for the turbulence/chemistry interaction.
Calculation time for this industrial furnace was about 8 days on a
standard 8 CPU-core workstation. In this section, an 18.2 MW
walking hearth furnace was investigated using CFD to determine
the heat fluxes to the steel billets inside the furnace. According to
material data and production rate given in Section 2.2, an overall
heat flux of 9.33 MW is required to achieve the desired billet
temperature at the furnace outlet. Hence a furnace efficiency of
51.3% is reached for these operating conditions. The energetic ef-
ficiency of the lab-scale furnace was approximately 10% lower at
1000 �C due to air leakage and a slighter thickness of the furnace
insulation. Fig. 11 shows the calculated temperatures in the furnace
under air-fuel conditions. In the heating and soaking zone of the
furnace a homogenous flue gas temperature between 1200 and
1350 �C was simulated. The pre-heating zone is approximately
200e300 �C colder than heating and soaking zone. The total and
specific heat fluxes to the billets are displayed in Fig. 12. After
entering the furnace, the heat flux to the billet was calculated with
a value of about 144 kW. At 2200 mm the lowest heat flux of 90 kW
occurs in the pre-heating zone. The maximum heat flux was
simulated at the beginning of the heating zone with 262 kW. A
simulation predicted a total heat flux to the billets of 9.15 MW
compared to the 9.33 MW which are required. The deviation was
0.18 MW with a relative error of 1.9%.

The results highlighted the close accordance between CFD cal-
culations and requirements. The furnace equipment and burner
configuration that were used, can be applied for oxygen enrich-
ment with simple modifications. Therefore, the CFD calculations
presented in this paper will be the basis for further optimization
activities regarding oxygen enrichment on this walking hearth
furnace. Fuel savings will be predicted in CFD and compared to test
runs on the walking hearth furnace.

5. Conclusion

In the present study the impact of air-fired and oxygen enriched
combustion on fuel consumption and heat transfer in two furnaces
was determined. Experiments on a lab-scale furnace were done
with and without thermal load for 21, 25, 30, 45 and 100 vol% O2 in
the N2/O2 mixture which was used as oxidizer. Temperature and
heat fluxes to the furnace load were measured to investigate the
impact of oxygen enriched combustion on the fuel consumption



Fig. 11. Calculated temperature in the walking hearth furnace.
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and furnace efficiency respectively. Apart frommeasurements, CFD
simulations were carried out to validate the used models for
combustion and radiation in an oxy-fuel environment. A reaction
mechanismwith 17 species and 25 reversible reactions was used in
association with the steady flamelet approach. Although a detailed
reaction mechanism with 17 species was applied, the calculation
time for the lab-scale furnace was reduced to 3e4 days by the SFM.
The WSGG model was used to calculate the radiative properties of
the flue gas.

Without thermal load the test runs examined a gas saving po-
tential 2 kW by using O2 concentrations of 21 and 30 vol% in the
oxidizer compared to air-fired conditions. Further improvements
were not observed due to air leakage at 45 and 100 vol% O2.
Furthermore, a reduction of the heat loss through the outlet from 8
to 1.84 kWwas determined. Temperature measurements inside the
furnace revealed close agreement with the CFD prediction with an
Fig. 12. Heat fluxes to the billets: heat flux (left); Contour p
average deviation of 16 K for all cases. It was found that the, CFD
model can be applied for all oxygen enrichments in this furnace
without changes on the model settings and reaction mechanism.

With thermal load two temperature levels of 1000 and 1220 �C
were investigated through experiments and simulation. Results,
which were similar to tests without load, showed a gas saving of
8.2% with 25 vol% O2. A greater gas saving potential due to oxy-fuel
combustion was identified at a higher temperature level in the
furnace. Crucial for its application in annealing and melting fur-
naces is the heat flux to the furnace load. Measured and calculated
heat fluxes to the thermal load were compared and were in close
agreement with an average relative error of 0.48 kW (at 1000 �C)
and 4 kW (at 1220 �C). The higher difference at 1220 �C was
attributed to higher air leaking during the experiments. Heat fluxes
to the load were determined with 20.4e22.8 kW at 1000 �C
whereas the heat flux was doubled by increasing the temperature
lot of the specific heat flux at the billet surface (right).
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to 1220 �C. It was also found, that furnace efficiency was increased
by 13.6% with combustion of pure oxygen compared to air-fired
conditions.

Based on the results for the lab-scale furnace, the CFD approach
that was used is capable of predicting temperature and heat fluxes
in high temperature furnaces. Therefore an 18.2 MW walking
hearth furnace for reheating steel billets was numerically investi-
gated. Currently the furnace operates under air-fired conditions.
The CFD simulation predicted the total heat flux to the steel billets
as 9.15 MW in contrast to 9.33MWwhich are required according to
material data and production rate. So, there was a relative error of
1.9% which is a good approximation and sufficient to simulate in-
dustrial furnaces. CFD also represents the only method to deter-
mine local temperatures and species concentrations in the furnace.
This is the basis for further optimization activities at the walking
hearth furnace. A numerical study with oxygen enriched combus-
tion and minor modifications on the furnace will be done in order
to carry out test runs on the furnace.
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Appendix
Table 6
List of reactions and species for the reaction mechanism skeletal25.

Number Reaction

1 H þ O2 4 O þ OH
2 O þ H2 4 O þ OH
3 H2 þ OH 4 H2O þ H
4 OH þ OH 4 H2O þ O
5 H þ O2 þ M / HO2 þ M
6 H þ HO2 / OH þ OH
7 H þ HO2 / H2 þ O2

8 OH þ HO2 / H2O þ O2

9 CO þ OH 4 CO2 þ H
10 CH4 4 CH3 þ H
11 CH4 þ H 4 CH3 þ H2

12 CH4 þ OH 4 CH3 þ H2O
13 CH3 þ O / CH2O þ H
14 CH2O þ H / HCO þ H2

15 CH2O þ OH / HCO þ H2O
16 HCO þ H / CO þ H2

17 HCO þ M / CO þ H þ M
18 CH3 þ O2 / CH3O þ O
19 CH3O þ H / CH2O þ H2

20 CH3O þ M / CH2O þ H þ M
21 HO2 þ HO2 / H2O2 þ O2

22 H2O2 þ M 4 OH þ OH þ M
23 H2O2 þ OH 4 H2O þ HO2

24 OH þ H þ M / H2O þ M
25 H þ H þ M / H2 þ M

List of Species: H2, O2, O, H, OH, H2O, HO2, CO, CO2, CH4, CH3, CH2O, HCO, CH3O,
H2O2, N2, N.
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